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TOPIC AREA:  RECREATION AMENITIES  

Would there be a way to incorporate frisbee golf as there isn’t any frisbee 

courses in St Albert.  It seems like in option 1 it could easily be added.   

Disc Golf is a low-cost, high use sport in other areas.  

• Frisbee golf/disc golf did not come across as a strong need in the first survey 

however the project team is open to the idea if it is a strong desire in this phase 

of engagement. This site is only large enough for a 9 hole course at most 

according the Professional Disc Golf Association guidelines.    

 

I would prefer that pickleball be kept to larger general area parks. It would cause 

too much traffic in our already busy neighborhood.  

• The multi-use courts proposed would enable pickleball as a spontaneous or 

casual use, but would not be a dedicated facility nor accommodate large 

numbers of pickleball players.    

 

I may have missed this in the explanation, but does the court area have 

basketball nets?  

• Yes, it can. The size, surfacing and sport specific needs (lines, nets, etc.) will 
depend on the highest priority activities, although all court sports could use the 
space. More information on this is being gathered through the online survey.   
  

Why can’t there be the interactive amenities in option 2?  

• Option 2 has a simpler layout to allow adequate space for the sledding hill and 

run out area in the bottom. Some interactive amenities could potentially be added 

but would be fewer than in Option 1.   

 

Sledding is an interesting one as it is a very flat space  

• In order to provide a fun and functional sledding hill, more soil would be brought 

in to build up the sledding area.   

 

Can you give more details on the warming area in concept 1?  

• This would be a partially open structure, oriented to best protect against the wind. 

Small infrared heaters could be put in to provide some warmth.   It is also 

intended to support public use of the site to more seasons throughout the 

year.  As we have a long winter, the City is looking to find ways to increase winter 

functionality and encourage use of the parks year round.   
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What else can be done with the meadow in the summer? The entire adjacent field 
is already a meadow.  

• The meadow can be used for causal play, picnicking and rolling down 

hills.  Exercise groups and individuals also often use hills and other natural 

terrain in parks as part of their fitness routines. An adjacent field is private 

property grown as an agricultural crop and is not for public use.   

  

Basketball and Ice Hockey were not popular responses.  Why were these 

prioritized over more popular responses such as soccer or open field activities?  

• Soccer was a popular requested activity however to fit a standard soccer field on 

the site would require a significant amount of regrading due to the existing 

slopes, as well as taking up a large portion of the site. Casual or pick up soccer 

was incorporated as a potential use in the multi-use sports court, the social ice 

surface areas in summer as well as potentially the outdoor rink, if that option is 

chosen.   

 

Is there going to be lighting?  

• Lighting is dependent on the final amenities chosen. Areas for skating are usually 

lit due to how early it gets dark in winter however most other park spaces and 

amenities are not.   

 

Will we get to weigh in on the specific details of the playground area? Our 
preference would be to have a base that is not sand, ie mulch, rubber or rock.  

What will the base of the playground be made of? Rubber? Sand?  

Can someone answer what the engineering standard is and if something else can 

be used beside sand in the playground.... its probably sand.  

Asking a follow up clarification: The base of the playground was said to follow 

the St. Albert building standards. What are those standards, is a non-sand base a 

possibility for this park? I know Gordon Park in Grandin is mulch.  

• There are generally three options the City uses for playgrounds.  Material choice 

is guided both by the City of St. Albert Engineering Standards and the Canadian 

Standards Association guidelines for children’s playspaces. These options are 

sand, engineering wood fibre (“wood mulch”) and poured in place rubber 

surfacing.  Surfacing will be selected during detailed design and will consider 

cost, maintenance requirements and accessibility.    
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Option 1 could easily accomodate a "pump track" like amenities through out the 

park.  As Luc says, Kids LOVE the Pump Tracks  

• A pump track was mentioned in the survey results. As a unique feature not 
available elsewhere in the City, the project team felt that residents would not 
support such an amenity in this site, as it would draw residents from other areas 
of the City.  Bike bumps were added to the interactive amenities in option 1 to 
add biking interest to the site without a formal facility.    

 

Does the social Hub have a restroom facility?  

Is there a reason to not have washroom facilities or is this a city standard of 

some kind?  

• No. City standards indicate permanent washroom facility are for City Wide Parks 

only.  If the site were busy enough, portable washrooms could be concerned.  As 

a community park, it is the intent that most people are walking or biking distance 

from their home.   

 

Any ideas what the hockey rink can be used for in the summer?  Is there any way 

to have it also be a multi use court when not being used for hockey? Same to be 

said for the multi use court in the winter.  ANy idea what it could be used for 

when not summer time?  

I like option 1, could the hockey rink be a cemented area to play road hockey to 

play in the summer.   

• An unpaved concrete hockey rink could be used for court sports in the summer, 

where a grass rink could be an off leash dog park or soccer area.  Similarly the 

sport court in winter could be cleared in winter for ball hockey.    

 

Could the small skate area maybe be fenced maybe as a off leash dog run.  

• Dodger Dog Park is located nearby on Campbell Road/Servus Place parking 

area. An additional off leash dog area was not considered due to this unless a 

grass-based rink were to be chosen.   

  

Could the hill be made taller to sled off or maybe it can be used maybe as an 

amphitheater type area in the summer  

• An amphitheatre was not considered for this site due to the resident. 
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Do you have design drafts for the playground itself? Modern playgrounds seem 

to be far more enjoyable and used than the old-school slide, monkey bars and 

swings. Zip lines, climbing structures, obstacle courses etc.  

• Playground design will be completed closer to construction.   

  

Is outdoor exercise equipment a possibility to incorporate into option 1? This 

seems to be a low-cost high use amendment in the parks that have these in them 

and would go nicely with the theme of "interactive", calming.  

• Outdoor fitness equipment is somewhat polarizing, as some being seen 

as unused and wasteful, with others using them frequently. It is something the 

project team could consider if public feedback is highly in favour of adding this 

amenity. The interactive elements on the trail can also be used as informal 

fitness equipment, with balance beams, jumping or climbing logs and other 

equipment substituting for more purpose built/single use equipment.   

  

TOPIC AREA: PARK DESIGN PROCESS AND PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT   

Is there a cost difference to the two concepts?  

• The project team is still assessing projected costs. Option 1 does have a higher 

cost, especially as ice rinks, while quite popular, are more expensive to build and 

maintain.   

  

How will you choose between the two options and the variations?  

Sorry, can you please explain again how you will select between the two?  

• We expect to have a design that is somewhat a hybrid of both options, rather 
than asking for option 1 or option 2. The project team will take into consideration 
the feedback received from the first phase of engagement and all input received 
through this phase of engagement.  We will continue to assess the technical 
feasibility, financial feasibility and environmental sustainability of the design 
before coming to a concept plan.  We do plan (time permitting) to complete one 
more public engagement in 2021 to capture any specific issues or concerns 
before the design is finalized and construction begins.   
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Can you also gather police statistics on other parks in St. Albert as I believe this 

would dispel the notion that they become hangouts?  

We share the same concern about social huts and mixed use tarmacs being a 

magnet for loitering and noise. The responses indicated a clear preference for 

calm and peaceful space, not social gathering space. That goal would also be 

better served by locating the more social spaces   

• This has been investigated and would require some additional time as these 

types of statistics are managed by RCMP staff and require some compiling and 

analysis.  The design does incorporate Crime Prevention through Environmental 

Design (CPTED) principles to support a safe and welcoming space that does not 

compromise the security of nearby residents.   

• Crime statistics are shared through https://stalbert.ca/city/maps/crime/.  Although 

just a snapshot, this tool does highlight the types of illegal activities and where 

they are occurring.   

  

If you host another session can you please enable the chat as this would 

generate discussion and ideas from residents?  

• Yes, we can do so for future events. Thank you for the suggestion.   

  

Feels like the consultation should have allowed people to voice their 

perspectives. I am not sure how many people you have on this session but it 

feels like people are not able to express themselves completely. Your 

interpretation of the question does not seem to be working. Feedback for future 

sessions.  

• We have noted this for future sessions.  COVID is providing new 

technologies and we will seek ways to provide more interaction and engagement 

in these online sessions moving forward.   

  

How many people do you have on this session?  

• 33 people attended the session.   

  

Will these drawings be available in higher definition so we can read them?  

• These concept options are uploaded in higher resolution PDFs on 

the project’s webpage: stalbert.ca/kingsmeade   

  

https://stalbert.ca/city/maps/crime/
http://stalbert.ca/kingsmeade
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How many remaining hectares of MR are due to be dedicated upon full buildout of 

the neighborhood?  

• Approximately 6.9ha 

  

TOPIC AREA: PATHWAYS & CROSSWALKS   

Can the curb extension be added farther south s well to allow crossing to the 

other side more safely (I.e., between Kendall and Kirkwood)  

• We will look into whether this crossing fits better with the road use and 

pedestrian patterns in detailed design.   

  

I am wondering where the cross walks will be. We are on Kendall Cres. and cars 

whip up the hill and are traveling so fast. I would worry about young children 

crossing around Kendall Cres.  

• We have proposed two crossings with markings, curb extensions and flashing 

cross lights. These are proposed at the north edge of the park and at the south 

across from Kingsdale Crescent.   

  

I have a concern with the strobe lighting at the cross walks, particularly for 

residents that live directly adjacent to Kingswood Blvd. Will they be continuously 

flashing to the point that blinds will now have to be closed to avoid the annoying 

flash.  

• These crosswalk lights that are activated only when a pedestrian is looking to 

cross. They are oriented to face the driver perspective and should not impact 

nearby homes.  There is opportunity to adjust them once installed if residents do 

experience any issues.   

  

There are a couple of paths in the area - specifically 

through Kingsmeade Crescent and the one that runs all through Kingswood from 

Sir Winston. Could these paths connect to the park?  

• Unfortunately given the current state of build out of the neighbourhood and the 

land available to the City, further trail connections are not possible.  We have 

heard a lot about the need for more connected trails in the neighbourhood and 

have passed those comments onto the landowner of the undeveloped parcels for 

consideration when development restarts.   
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 TOPIC AREA: OTHER COMMENTS  

These are verbatim comments, ideas and suggestions  received that do not contain 

a specific question. 

  

• I love the idea of a sledding option for little ones.  

• Option 1 certainly seems to bring more use multi seasonally  

• I like the idea of interactive amenties in both options!  

• The sledding hill would be nice but with limited space it makes for unuseful space 

in the summer time.  

• Neither of these options seem “calming” to me at all. Especially when the 

playgrounds will be directly behind my house in option one. I also think having a 

“social hut” will be a magnet for loud late night visits from teenagers.  

• As a comment, we live in a great community and I think the concern about 

teenagers is not fair to teens on the whole.  

• We have an opportunity to make something spectacular.  Dont default to 

boring becuase a small amount of people dont like having people around them. 

This park can be something great that brings community together.  How 

incredible it would be to make Kingsmoor a community that can have a space for 

all ages to use.  

• And yes, make it spectacular! We have zero places for residents to take 

advantage of in this area. Option 1 looks great!  

• lol thats an understatement ... lots of questions .. if we dont have time to answer 

them all tonight we have to get back to the people somehow with answers or will 

there be an overall open question part where they can ask their question? 

councillor Watkins  

• A skating rink is huge, it can also be used in the summer if it is paved. If you 

decide to go with a rink, a proper hockey rink is required. Otherwise, kids and 

families still have to travel elsewhere.  

  

• I think continuing the feel on kingswood blvd farther along will make the park 

more welcoming, calm and safe instead of just putting it directly at the park limits. 

It would make the park feel much larger for minimal cost.further South, and 

therefore further away from the neighbourhoods to the North and West, rather 

than right next to them.  

• What about on the street and along the sidewalk! That must be city land!  

• with a multi use sports court could we please ensure that it is large enough for 

everyone and that if a group of pickle ballers show up there is still room for others 

to play basketball.  
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• These concepts exceeded our expectations; love  concept 1 (hockey rink) and 

the interactive landscaping. The sledding hill in concept 2 offers less unstructured 

space and may not be big enough to make it worthwhile.  

• Pump tracks - bicycle tracks  

• Pump track can be biking and/ or scootering  

• Yes to the pump track.  

• the hockey rink could be converted to soccer fields in the summer to feel like 

"indoor soccer" but in an outdoor environment  

• Option 1 is far more useful than option 2 and is a much better way to bring 

community together.  Kingswood has incredible residents 

that dont know eachother but this will help bring the community together!  

• Keep the interactiveness of option 1 no matter what please!  Balance beems, 

bike ramps, bike beams, exercise equipment, etc.  

• Maybe the court area could be high chain link fenced so could be used as a 

basketball type court in the summer and made into an informal hockey rink in 

the summer so the hill can still be there.  

• i think that people dont want sand as it attracts cats and their business. i have 

heard this from a number of residents  

• cat feces..... i was trying to avoid saying it  

• Make it UNIQUE :)  Thanks guys, great job on the presentation!  Make 

Kingswood AMAZING!!!  

• You guys are doing a great job. Thanks for all your work on this! We are very 

excited to have a 'real' park/playground in Kingswood!!  

• I disagree. I don't think a lot of Kingswood residents want a "draw" to the 

community that the city does not have yet. This park borders right on people's 

backyards. People can go to Lions Park for outdoor exercise equipment. A Pump 

Track would draw people from all over St. Albert, the county, and North 

Edmonton.  

• Our community really should consider having something that the 

city doesn’t have yet (pump track, frisbee golf, exercise etc) 

  

  

  

  

 


